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Ionization dynamics in fast ion-atom collisions. II. Final-state momentum distributions of the
ionization products in collisions of He with bare carbon ions
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We have used the energy and angular distributions of the low-energy electron emission cross sections from
the preceding paper@Lokesh C. Tribediet al., Phys. Rev. A58, 3619~1998!# to derive the doubly differential
final-state longitudinal momentum distributions of the electrons, recoil ions, and projectiles in ion-atom ion-
ization for C611He. The complementary nature of the electron spectroscopy and the recoil-ion momentum
spectroscopy have been investigated using a formulation based on three-body kinematics to explore the ion-
ization dynamics in detail. The influence of the three-body ionization as well as the binary-encounter processes
on the recoil-ion~and projectile! longitudinal momentum distributions has been investigated. The separation of
the soft- and hard-collision branches of recoil-ion distributions is an important feature of the present technique.
The present method also allows one to determine cross sections for very large electron momenta. The single-
differential distributions are also derived by numerical integration of the double-differential distributions. The
first Born approximation, the continuum distorted wave eikonal initial state, and the classical trajectory Monte
Carlo calculations are used to explain the data.
@S1050-2947~98!04910-5#

PACS number~s!: 34.50.Fa, 39.30.1w, 34.10.1x
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I. INTRODUCTION

The energy and angular distributions of the low-ene
electrons measured by standard electron spectroscopic
niques have enriched our understanding regarding the
atom ionization mechanisms. The distinct features charac
izing the ionization process are the soft-collision, t
electron capture in a continuum~ECC! cusp, and the binary
encounter peak. The low-energy electrons produced in
soft collisions largely dominate the double-differential io
ization cross-section spectrum. These soft electrons ca
viewed as a continuation of excitation across the ionizat
threshold. The cusp electrons observed at 0° are produce
electron capture to the continuum and are identified a
cusplike structure at an electron velocity that matches
projectile velocity. The broad peak is of binary-encoun
electrons that are elastically scattered target electrons f
the projectile nucleus and centered around an electron ve
ity that is twice the projectile velocity. The high-resolutio
Auger electron spectroscopy has been used to study va
phenomena in ion-atom ionization such as resonant tran
and excitation, inelastic resonant excitation, and electr
electron interactions@1–3#. The energy and angular distribu
tions of the low-energy electrons in ion-atom collisions ha
provided important inputs in understanding the two-cen
mechanism of ionization~see references in the preceding p
per, henceforth referred to as paper I!.

While electron spectroscopy has been used extensive
study the ionization mechanism, the use of recoil-ion m
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mentum spectroscopy~RIMS! is relatively new. Longitudi-
nal recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy is an experimen
technique that has been developed only in the past few y
@4–12#. This method offers a very powerful technique
study ion-atom collisions different from the conventional a
proaches. The high-resolution RIMS technique has enric
our understanding regarding the different inelastic proces
such as ionization and capture. The separation of
electron-electron interaction from the nuclear-electron int
action in ion-atom ionization has been investigated using
technique@11,12#. Kinematically complete experiments o
single ionization@6#, double ionization@8#, and transfer ion-
ization@7# have been carried out recently using RIMS via t
measurements of the differential cross sections in the re
ion (pR) and electron momenta (pe). Most of these kine-
matically complete experiments typically use a cold jet tar
@9# of He gas. The single differential cross sectio
(ds/dpRi and ds/dpei) are measured, which involves th
detection of recoil ions in coincidence with soft electro
~and projectiles! having energies below 50 eV. Recentl
Kravis et al. @10# also have studied the details of the eject
electron momentum distributions in ionization of He by low
velocity protons and C61 ions.

Both ejected electron spectroscopy~EES! and RIMS have
been used to investigate various phenomena of ion-atom
lisions. However, the relationships and complementary
ture of these two techniques have not been explored in de
It has been demonstrated only recently@13,14# that many of
the aspects that are studied using the RIMS also can be
dressed by EES, although the latter is not a kinematic
complete experiment. The standard electron spectroscopy
periment has the added advantage in that it does not ne
cold jet target. Since the spread in the electron energy du
3626 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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PRA 58 3627IONIZATION DYNAMICS IN FAST . . . . II. . . .
the thermal energy of the He atom is of the order of 0.0
meV, i.e., the momentum spread is approximately equa
631024 a.u., we can derive the electron momenta witho
the use of a cold jet target. The disadvantages of the E
method are that the charge state of the recoil ion is not
solved and the recoil ion and projectile momenta cannot
deduced for the transverse direction. In this paper we sh
that from the measured energy and angular distribution
the lowest-energy electrons, with a double differential cr
section~DDCS! (d2s/d«edVe) , one can derive a variety o
double-differential distributions by using three-body kin
matics («e andVe are the electron energy and emission so
angle!. The final-state momentum distributions of the ele
tron, the recoil ion, and the projectile in ion-atom ionizati
contain rich information regarding the three-body dynam
that has important applications in other branches of phys
For example, we have derived differential cross section
the longitudinal momentum distributions of the recoil io
d2s/dpRidVe and projectilesd2s/dpPidVe . For the elec-
trons we derive the complete momentum distributions, i
longitudinal and transverse componentsd2s/dpeidVe and
d2s/dpe'dVe . By integrating these distributions overue
~i.e., the electron emission angle! we can obtain the single
differential distributions in terms of the momentum tran
ferred to all three particles, i.e.,ds/dpRi , ds/dpei , and
ds/dpPi , which are the foci of a recent series of RIM
experiments on ionization. The quantitype' is the electron
transverse momentum.

It has been demonstrated@6# that these single-differentia
distributions are sensitive to the postcollision interaction
tween the ionized electron and the projectile for high
charged heavy projectiles. The peak shifts of the longitud
momentum distributions of the electrons towards posit
momentum and that of the recoil ions towards negative m
mentum have been reproduced extremely well for Ni2411He
by classical trajectory Monte Carlo~CTMC! calculations.
However, the peak shifts observed in experiments were
large disagreement with the predictions of continuum d
torted wave eikonal initial-state~CDW-EIS! calculations
@15#. In the present paper, we study the momentum distri
tions for a high-velocity (v510 a.u.) collision of C611He
for which the postcollision effect is expected to be sma
than that for the collision system in Ref.@6# since the current
perturbation strengthZ/v50.6, rather than 2.0 for the Ni241

system. We compare our data with the CDW-EIS, first Bo
~B1! and CTMC calculations.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Relation between the longitudinal momentum
of the electrons and the recoil ions

The connection between the longitudinal recoil-ion m
mentum distributions and ejected electron spectroscopy
recently discussed by Rodrı´guez et al. @16#. These authors
have analyzed the ionization mechanisms from the pers
tive of longitudinal recoil-ion momentum distributions. I
this paper our objective is to show how we can constr
momentum distributions for the projectile and recoil io
based on the electron DDCS measurements. For fast
atom collisions, longitudinal momentum and energy cons
vation require that
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2pPi5pei1pRi5Q/v5~«e2« i !/v, ~1!

where pPi is the longitudinal momentum transfer from th
projectile, pei (5pecosue) is the longitudinal electron mo
mentum,pRi is the longitudinal recoil-ion momentum,u« i u is
the binding energy of the target atom in the initial state, a
«e is the ejected electron energy. This relation is valid if t
projectile scattering angle is very small. In other words, E
~1! is a good approximation for a three-body system invo
ing a heavy projectile that suffers a small energy loss co
pared to its initial energy and is correct to the order
me /mP and me /mT , whereme ,mP ,mT represent the mas
of the electron, projectile, and target, respectively. The re
ions can be uniquely defined only in collisions of bare io
with atomic hydrogen. In the case of other targets~such as
H2/He) the recoil ions also can be produced from double
dissociative ionization and in such cases Eq.~1! merely re-
flects the momentum balance in the center-of-mass fram
the ‘‘compound’’ third party that is separable from the io
ized electron and the projectile. For the present collision s
tem (C611He) the cross section for double ionization is e
timated to be about 5% of the total ionization cross secti
This estimation is based on the present CTMC calculat
and previous experiments@17–19#. Therefore, it is reason
able to assume that the most probable recoil ion would
He1 in the present case. However, this assumption beco
more tenuous for the small-impact-parameter collisions t
lead to backward scattered electrons and the fraction
double ionization probability~with respect to single ioniza
tion! will then be greater than its integrated value. The H1

can also be left excited. This channel is not separated f
the He1 ground-state channel in the present experiment.

The longitudinal recoil-ion momentum (pRi) can be de-
termined from Eq.~1! for a given electron energy and emi
sion angle («e ,ue). In general, for a givenpRi , there are two
branches of electron energy

«e~pRi ,ue!5«e
6

5@pRiv2u« i u1~v cosue!
2#

6uv cosueuA~v cosue!
212~pRiv2u« i u!.

~2!

It may be noted that forpRi,pRi
0 5u« i u/v, «e(pRi ,ue) is a

double-valued function ofpRi for a givenue . The quantity
pRi

0 corresponds to zero-energy electrons as explained in
~1!. For pRi50 and ue50° the solution~2! gives pe5v
6Av222u« i u, which, for « i'0, can be further simplified to
give pe'2v and 0. The first solution implies the binary en
counter process, while the second solution correspond
very-low-energy electron emission in a large-impa
parameter collision, resulting in very small recoil-ion m
mentum in a three-body ionization.

Rodrı́guez et al. @16# pointed out that the two energ
branches corresponding to the electron energies«e

1 and«e
2

join together at electron capture into the projectile continu
«e

15«e
25 1

2 v2 since ue50 and pe5v. The longitudinal
recoil-ion momentum acquires an absolute minimum at
ECC, pRi

min52v/21u« i u/v, marking the threshold of the lon
gitudinal recoil-ion momentum distribution.
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3628 PRA 58TRIBEDI, RICHARD, WANG, LIN, OLSON, AND GULYAS
Figure 1 shows the relation between the recoil-ion lon
tudinal momentum and the electron energy for a given em
sion angle for the present collision system. It is clearly se
that forue,90° two different values of«e can have the sam
longitudinal momentum of the recoil ions. For backwa
angles the pRi becomes a single-valued function of«e . It
may be seen from Fig. 1~a! that for 0° electron emission th
zero recoil-ion longitudinal momentum (pRi) is observed for
«e50, i.e., for the soft-collision electrons~SCEs! and «e
>200 a.u., which is the binary-encounter~BE! electron en-
ergy for the present case sincev510 a.u. ThepRi is ex-
pected to be near zero at the BE since it is a two-body
lision between the electron and the projectile~we have
assumed that the shift in the binary peak due to the elect
initial binding energy is negligible for this illustration!. The
curve turns over at the cusp electron energyt550 a.u. for
0°. For all the forward anglespRi(«e ,ue) becomes zero
twice, once for SCEs and once for BE electrons. Since
BE peak energy («BE54t cos2ue) becomes smaller fo
higher emission angles, the turnover point gradually sh
@Figs. 1~b! and 1~c!# towards low electron energies for high
emission angles. The curvepRi(«e ,ue) becomes a mono
tonically increasing single-valued function of«e for ue

FIG. 1. Relation between the longitudinal momentum of t
recoil ions (pRi) and the electron energy («e) for ~a! ue50°, ~b!
forward angles, and~c! forward and backward angles in ionizatio
of He by 30-MeV C61ions, obtained from Eqs.~1! and ~2!.
i-
s-
n

l-

ns

e

s

>90° @Fig. 1~c!# and no binary encounter peak is observ
for back angles.

B. Double differential distributions

The final-state electron longitudinal and transverse m
mentum distributions in terms of electron DDCSs can
expressed as

d2s

dpeidVe
5

upeiu

cos2ue

d2s

d«edVe
~3!

and

d2s

dpetdVe
5

upe'u

sin2ue

d2s

d«edVe
. ~4!

Equation~1! provides the essential ingredients for constru
ing longitudinal momentum distributions for the recoil ion
and for the projectiles in the final state. Having obtained
longitudinal recoil-ion momentum, we can calcula
d2s/dpRidVe from the following equation, using the Jaco
bian transformation:

d2s

dpRidVe
5U 1

1

v
2

cosue

A2«e

U d2s

d«edVe
. ~5!

In Fig. 2 we show a few examples of the longitudin
momentum distributions of the electrons and recoil ions~cor-
responding to the electrons having energies 0.1–300 e!.
For forward angles, the electron longitudinal momentum d
tribution peaks at some positivepei , as expected. The pea
of the distribution corresponds to the low-energy electro
emitted in three-body ionization. Forue545° the measured
electron distribution shows both peaks corresponding to
soft electrons~around 0.5 a.u.! as well as to the binary-
encounter peak~around 10 a.u.!. Accordingly, the recoil-ion
distributions for the forward~electron emission! angles peak
at negativepRi values, as can be predicted from Eq.~1!. The
two branches of the recoil-ion distributions are clearly v
ible. The higher branch corresponds to the low-energy e
trons produced in three-body soft collisions~soft electrons!.
An example is shown in Fig. 2~b! for emission angle 45°.
The higher branch peaks aroundpRi'20.45 a.u., which has
a corresponding electron counterpart atpei'0.57. These
peaks~both recoil and electron! originate from the lowest-
energy part~below approximately 10 eV) of the electro
DDCS spectrum. Hence the detection of these low-ene
electrons is important in order to have the complete pea
the recoil-ion momentum distribution. It may be noticed th
the lower branch has a broad peak aroundpRi'0.0, which
corresponds to the binary encounter peak in the elec
spectrum. Since this peak essentially is produced in a t
body collision between the electrons and the projectiles,
recoil ions are not expected to have any momentum~i.e.,
pRi'0.0) at the peak of the distributions. The width of th
distribution arises due to the Compton profile of the tar
nucleus since in the center-of-mass frame of the target
tem the nucleus has the same Compton profile as the e
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PRA 58 3629IONIZATION DYNAMICS IN FAST . . . . II. . . .
tron. As in the electron DDCS spectrum, the soft electro
i.e., the upper branch, contribute the most to the total ion
tion cross section. In fact, the cross sections for the re
ions produced in the binary encounter, i.e., in the low
branch, are two to three orders of magnitude smaller co
pared to the upper branch. In conventional RIMS measu
ments, the measured single-differential (ds/dVe) recoil-ion
distributions are composed of the contributions of the rec
ions from both branches, but is dominated by the up
branch. Using the present method we are able to disting
clearly the separate contributions of the three-body collis
and the binary-encounter mechanisms of the recoil-ion p
duction. The two branches join together at the thresh
value of recoil longitudinal momentum (pRi

min) at which the
cross section goes through a singularity. This can be s
from Eq. ~5!. The right-hand side of this equation has a
vergence forpe5v cosue. This divergence could arise du
only to the mathematical transformation and may not h
any physical basis. However, this sharp divergence sepa
clearly the two branches that correspond to the soft-collis
~‘‘soft-branch’’! and hard-collision~‘‘hard-branch’’! regimes
of ionization. It may be emphasized here that the pres

FIG. 2. Double differential longitudinal momentum distribution
of electrons~open circles! and recoil ions~open squares! for for-
ward angles;~a! ue515°, ~b! ue545°, and~c! ue575°. The thick
solid ~dotted! line is the CTMC calculation for electron~recoil!
distributions.
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method allows one to determine the cross sections of e
trons and projectiles with very high momenta that are
easily achieved in RIMS.

In order to understand these distributions we have p
formed CTMC calculations for the present collision syste
The electron double-differential cross sections have alre
been compared in detail with the CDW-EIS and B1 calcu
tions in paper I. Therefore, the electron and recoil-ion m
mentum distributions are not compared with the CDW-E
or the B1 calculations since these calculations also use
same transformations as used above. The CTMC calcula
on the other hand, is a complete three-body calculation
does not require any such transformation and hence can
vide an independent check on the method we have use
transform the experimental data. Along with the three-bo
calculations, the four-body CTMC calculations were al
used to determine the contributions from double ionizat
of He. The three-body and four-body calculations give t
same peak shapes and almost the same magnitude. It
found that the total electron spectra contain a 5% contri
tion from the double ionization at small angles, increasing
about 15% for the largest backward angle studied. In F
2~a!, 2~b!, and 2~c! we show such comparisons with the da
for ue515°, 45°, and 75°, respectively. It may be noted th
the two branches in the recoil-ion distributions are rep
duced in these calculations and in general the qualita
agreement is very good. The two branches could be re
duced by the CTMC calculations after identifying the col
sions producing low- and high-energy («e>

1
2 v2cos2ue) elec-

trons. This was achieved by introducing coinciden
conditions on the recoil ions and electrons in the CTM
calculation. The observation of two branches in the rec
ion longitudinal momentum distribution and its independe
check by the CTMC calculations is an important feature
the present technique. For small angles such as 15° the
culations overestimate the observed data for electrons
recoils. However, for higher angles (15°<ue<90°) the
agreement is much better. The CTMC calculation pred
the distributions extremely well foru575°. In the case of
backward angles~Fig. 3! the electrons peak at a negativ
longitudinal momentum and accordingly the recoil-ion d
tributions at a positive momentum. The agreement betw
the theory and the data is good only forpRi>1 a.u. andpei

<1 a.u. The agreement with the theory at the soft-elect
peak is poor for large backward angles. The CTMC calcu
tion shows that the double ionization could be approximat
15% ~amounting to 30% electron yields! of the single ion-
ization for the large backward angles. However, the discr
ancy between the theory and experiment is too large to
explained by the double ionization contribution. Such dou
differential measurements can be carried out by detecting
recoil ions in coincidence with the ejected electrons emit
in a given direction, using a cold jet target. No such me
surements have been reported.

The projectile momentum transfer distribution can
given by

d2s

dpPidVe
5v

d2s

d«edVe
. ~6!

These distributions are shown in Fig. 4 for a few differe
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3630 PRA 58TRIBEDI, RICHARD, WANG, LIN, OLSON, AND GULYAS
angles. The minimum energy loss of a projectile to ioniz
He atom is 0.903 a.u., which corresponds to a minim
momentum transferpPi

0 520.0903 a.u.~sincev510 a.u.) of
the projectile. Accordingly, the projectile longitudinal mo
mentum transfer distribution starts at20.0903 a.u. and falls
off rapidly. The binary encounter peak is clearly observed
a broad peak around210 a.u. The double-differential distri
butions are well reproduced by the CTMC calculations
the forward angles@Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!#. The soft-electron
peak contributes the most in the projectile momentum dis
bution. However, for backward angles the CTMC undere
mates the distributions for very small momentum transfer
agrees very well for large momentum transfer. The doub
differential distributions in electron energy and project
scattering angle have been measured recently@20# for low-
energy protons colliding with He. A postcollision interactio
was observed by these authors.

The electron transverse momentum distributions for d
ferent emission angles@derived using Eq.~4!# are shown in
Fig. 5. The transverse momentum of the ionization produ
is sensitive to the impact parameter. In the present case
distributions show a peak around 0.3–0.5 a.u. for differ
angles. These peaks correspond to the soft-electron pe
For ue545° the binary-encounter peak is clearly visib
aroundpe'510 a.u., as expected from the kinematics. At t
BE peak, since the recoil momentum is near zero, the tra
verse momentum exchange between the projectile and

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 except for backward angles;~a! ue

5105°, ~b! ue5135°, and~c! ue5160°. The lines and symbol
have same meaning as in Fig. 2.
a

s

r

i-
i-
t
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-
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he
t
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s-
he

electron is dominant and the projectile transverse momen
would be the same in magnitude as the electron transv
momentum (pe'), i.e., approximately equal to 10 a.u., whic
corresponds to a scattering anglepe' /pP about 0.01 mrad.
The CTMC calculations reproduce the distributions ve
well for large forward angles@Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!#. Excellent
agreement is observed for 75°. For the small forward an
@Fig. 5~a!# the theory overestimates the distribution for a
the transverse momentum. For large backward angles@Fig.
5~d!# the theory underestimates the data for low-moment
values.

III. SINGLE-DIFFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Single-differential distributions such asds/dpRi ,
ds/dpei , ds/dpPi have been derived by performing nu
merical integration of the corresponding double-different
distributions at different angles between 15° and 160°.
show the longitudinal momentum distributions of the ele
trons and recoil ions in Fig. 6~a!. It may be seen that the
electron distribution is slightly shifted towards a positiv
longitudinal momentum by 0.1 a.u.~which is approximately
the same asQ/v of the reaction for zero-energy electrons!.
The recoil-ion longitudinal momentum distribution peaks b
tween 0 and20.1 a.u. Since the forward shift of the electro
distribution can be accounted for almost fully by the proje
tile energy loss for the emission of lowest-energy electro

FIG. 4. Double-differential distributions of projectile longitud
nal momentum transfer for~a! ue545°, ~b! ue575°, and ue

5135°. The line represents the CTMC calculations.
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it may be concluded that the PCI causes a much smaller
with respect to that observed in the case of Ni ions@6#. This
is consistent with the fact that we have in the present ca
much smaller value ofZ/v (50.6) and the PCI is expecte
to increase with increasingZ/v. The CTMC calculations
predict a much larger shift for the electrons as well as for
recoil ions. The observed widths of the distributions a
smaller than those given by the CTMC calculations. T
overall agreement would be better if one added a 5–1
contribution due to double ionization in the calculation
However, the CDW-EIS calculations, shown in Fig. 6~b!,
provide much better agreement with the data. The thin s
line ~representing the electron distribution! and the dashed
line ~corresponding to the recoil-ion distributions! are the
CDW-EIS calculations using the H-like wave function of th
active electron in the initial state. The thick solid line a
dotted line represent the CDW-EIS calculations for electr
and recoil ions, respectively, using Hartree-Fock-Slater w
functions for the initial and final states for the active ele
tron. Both of the CDW-EIS calculations reproduce the pe
position very well for the electron distribution. The agre
ment is good also for the recoil-ion distribution except fo
small discrepancy near the maximum. It may be conclu

FIG. 5. Double-differential transverse momentum distributio
of electrons for different electron emission angles;~a! ue515°, ~b!
ue545°, ~c! ue575°, and~d! ue5135°. The CTMC calculations
are shown by solid lines.
ift

a

e
e
e
%
.

id

s
e

-
k
-

d

that the small postcollision interaction that is present in
collision is well reproduced by the CDW-EIS calculation
The B1 calculations are shown in Fig. 6~c!. Although they
reproduce the data for a positive longitudinal momentu
they fail for electrons with a negative longitudinal mome
tum. Also, they predict the electron peak aroundpei50.0.
The B1 fails to predict the recoil-ion peak position correct
The single differential distribution in projectile longitudina
momentum transfer (ds/dpPi) obtained by using a transfor
mation similar to Eq.~6! is shown in Fig. 7. The negativepPi

implies a loss of projectile energy in the collision. It may b
noticed that the distribution falls sharply beyond20.09 a.u.,
which is the minimum momentum required to be transfer
for ionization. The CTMC calculation provides reasonab
agreement with the data, while the CDW-EIS calculatio
show excellent agreement with all the data points.

The single-differential distributions can be compar
readily with the recent RIMS measurements. Moshamm

s FIG. 6. Single-differential longitudinal momentum distribution
of electrons~open circles! and recoil ions~open squares! along with
different theoretical calculations.~a! The thick solid~dotted! line is
the CTMC calculation for electron~recoil! distributions.~b! The
thick ~thin! solid line represents the CDW-EIS calculation for th
electron distribution using HFS~H-like! wave function of the active
electron. The dotted~dashed! line denotes the CDW-EIS calculatio
for the recoil-ion distribution HFS~H-like! wave function.~c! A
comparison with the B1 calculations.
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et al. @6# have measured the recoil-ion and electron sing
differential distributions for Ni2411He (v512,Z/v'2).
Their measurements show a large shift in the recoil and e
tron distributions and these results have been interpreted
signature of the postcollision interaction between the pro
tile ions and the ionized electrons since the projectile m
mentum transfer is negligibly small in this collision. It wa
also shown that the CTMC calculation reproduces th
shifts extremely well. However, the CDW-EIS calculatio
predict much smaller shifts@15# of the electron and recoi
distributions compared to the observation@6#, while it repro-
duces the electron single-differential distribution quite we
Such a discrepancy between the data and CDW-EIS calc
tion calls for further investigation. It may be interesting
measure the double-differential distributions of the lowe
energy electron emission for a collision system similar to
above one~i.e., 3.6-MeV/nucleon Ni2411He). It may be re-
called that in the case of ionization of He by low-veloci
(v'1.0) highly charged (C61) ions ~nonperturbative re-
gime!, both the CDW-EIS and CTMC calculations devia
from the experimental observations@10# regarding the shape
of the electron longitudinal momentum distribution.

The single-differential distribution in electron transver
momentum is shown in Fig. 8~a!. The distribution peaks
around 0.5 a.u. The B1~dotted line! overestimates the distri
bution, although it reproduces the peak position quite w
The CTMC calculation~dash-dotted line! predicts the peak
position around 0.25 a.u. and the whole distribution is shif
toward lower momentum values. The best agreemen
found with the CDW-EIS calculations using the Hartre
Fock-Slater wave function. The CDW-EIS calculation rep
duces the peak position as well as the width of the distri
tion very well. Although there is a discrepancy between
shape of the observed distribution and the CTMC calcu
tions, it reproduces the total ionization cross section wit
10% ~the theory overestimates it!. The width of the distribu-

FIG. 7. Single-differential distribution of projectile longitudina
momentum transfer along with the CTMC~dotted line! and CDW-
EIS ~solid line! calculations.
-
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tion is found to be 1 a.u. The width of the longitudinal m
mentum distribution~Fig. 6! was found to be 0.75 a.u. fo
electrons as well as recoil ions. These widths are less t
that of the Compton profile~1.6 a.u.! of the He target. How-
ever, the width of these distributions need not necessa
reflect the Compton profile in the initial state since most
these electrons and recoil ions are produced in the three-b
collision and momentum is shared by the recoil ions and
electrons.

The transverse momentum of the recoil ions is a resul
a complicated interplay among the three particles in the fi
state. Using the present method it is not possible to de
the transverse momentum distributions of the recoil ions
projectiles from the measured electron spectra since
simple relation among the transverse momenta of the ion
tion products exists similar to Eq.~1!. Extensive measure
ments on the recoil-ion transverse momentum distribut
have been carried out by Do¨rner et al. @21#. However, we
show the CTMC calculations for these distributions in F
8~b!. Most of the low-energy electron emission is associa
with very small projectile transverse momenta~0.1 a.u! and
hence for small projectile scattering angles (pP' /pP'1
31024 mrad). The soft-electron peak~at 0.2 a.u.! arises
from a large impact parameter collision in which the proje
tile scattering angle is negligibly small and hence the rec
ion transverse momentum should be almost the same in m
nitude aspe' , as seen from the calculation.

FIG. 8. ~a! Single-differential distribution of electron transvers
momentum transfer along with the CTMC, CDW-EIS, and B1 c
culations. ~b! The CTMC calculations for transverse momentu
distributions of all three particles.
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IV. CONCLUSION

We have studied doubly differential longitudinal mome
tum distributions of the recoil ions and the projectiles in t
final state of ion-atom ionization from the measurement
energy and angular distributions of the low-energy electr
for bare carbon ions colliding with He. The details of th
ionization kinematics have been worked out based on th
body kinematics. A formulation for constructing the
double-differential distributions from the measured elect
double-differential distributions is used, based on three-b
kinematics. An important feature is the separation of the t
branches in the recoil-ion double-differential~in momentum
and angle! distribution. The two branches correspond to t
three-body soft collision and two-body binary-encoun
mechanisms of ionization and they join together throug
sharp singularity at the threshold longitudinal momentu
Complete, three-body CTMC calculations reproduce the
branches very well and explain the data for forward ang
but underestimate them for backward angles. The single
ferential longitudinal momentum distributions have been
termined for the recoil ions, electrons, and projectiles. W
also have derived the electron transverse momentum d
bution and it is pointed out that the transverse momen
distributions of the recoil ions and projectiles cannot be
vestigated using the present technique. The CTMC calc
ett
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tions predict a larger than observed shift in the electron
recoil-ion distributions for the present collision. The CDW
EIS calculations reproduce the data very well along with
electron and recoil peak positions. In view of the fact that
CDW-EIS calculation does not reproduce the earlier obs
vation @6# of a large shift of these distributions caused
strong postcollision interaction, we suggest further investi
tion of double differential cross sections for the low-ener
electron emission from the He atom in a collision with ev
heavier highly charged projectiles~such as in Ref.@6#!. The
complementary nature of the electron spectroscopy and
RIMS has been explored in detail and it is shown that ma
of the aspects of RIMS also can be addressed by the us
conventional electron spectroscopy. The present met
does not require a cold jet target and therefore can be u
for other targets as well. The present study gives a differ
direction to the well known EES technique.
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